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1.Introduction

To let you know the reason why we started with this project and why we are
sure that it will be successful, we analyze data from more than 30 countries
that speak English and we note that more than 68% of people do not attend
physical universities. reasons, such as the high price of registration, or simply
do not have the necessary time.
That is why we decided to develop a website where everyone has opportunities to learn, in addition to the prices to enroll in SpecialCoin.edu will be much
more accessible because the maintenance and administration of the SpeciaCoin.edu project does not generate as many expenses as the administration of
a college. or physical studies center.
A university or online study center has more advantages than anyone believes,
such as the ability to attend classes, students can find a perfect balance between work and study, allows you to save and maximize your time, and no
doubt the cost is much lower. than that of a physical university.
In addition, the education industry handles billions annually and large study
houses have gradually implemented the method of teaching classes through
web pages, but still require fixed hours in which students must connect. That
is why we will look for several teachers for each course and all with different
schedules so that the student has at least 3 opportunities to see the class on
the day. And if that is not possible, we will work with the DataSave system in
which all classes will be registered in our database so that they can be viewed
and reviewed at any time.
We create our currency with a useful life of 13 to 21 years, depending on the
amount of MN that is stable and we plan to keep the prices stable for a long
time if everything goes perfectly and the demand exceeds the supply, no
doubt the prices of our currency will rise and so we will all WIN.
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2. Overview

SpecialCoin is the first online learning platform developed and operated in its
entirety with blockchain plus technology that will operate with its own cryptocurrency (SPCC) to grant sustainability to the project.
Our project tries to be one of the pioneers of online education, since we developed a platform in which teachers and students can communicate in real time by
chat, video calls, etc., with a database in which teachers can store content (videos, images or scripts) so that students can read them at any time and in any
place. In addition, we will implement the ViewDevice technology that will allow the
teacher to observe and control the students’ screen in real time.
In the first 2 months of 2019, we plan to launch the beta version by offering introductory courses in blockchain technology, advanced blockchain technology
course, full graphic design course and digital marketing course.
This project will be responsible for generating demand and stability in the prices of our currency, the offer will be generated by the owners of MasterNode. In
addition, all MN owners will receive 12% of the revenue generated by SpecialCoin.
edu to maximize their profits and thank them for their trust in the project.
Our goal is to make learning reach anywhere in the world and accessible to all
students anytime and anywhere, and if the project succeeds, SpecialCoin.edu will
be the metropolis of online universities, our team hopes that in the third quarter
of 2019 work with more than 6 careers and more than 10 training courses.
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3. SpecialCoin.Edu learning platform.

This platform will gather all the attributes of a university or traditional study and
combine them with Blockchain technology, its beta phase will be in the air in
about 2 months, Our long-term goal is to innovate with careers and university
courses that forge future professionals through the teaching of complementary
careers to technology, for the beta phase, 4 courses will be taught. These courses
will be:
1) Introduction to the Blockchain technology course: this is a course that will last
between 35 and 50 days, with approximately 2 hours per day, and will be responsible for teaching the principles of blockchain technology. This will be dictated
in the code (C #, C ++) to listen to the next one, it does not need previous knowledge of programming.
2) BlockChain advanced technology course: this course will last approximately 40
to 55 days with 2.5 hours per day, and will be responsible for the teaching of programming and programming based on blockchain technology such as (bifurcation of repositories, websites, design of portfolios and many other things) to listen
to this course it is necessary to have an intermediate knowledge of languages 
such as (C, C ++) or to have listened to course number 1. “Introductory course to
Blockchain technology”
3) Graphic design course: this course will last approximately 15 to 25 days, with 2
hours per day, and will be responsible for training and teaching programs such
as Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop. In addition to teaching the basic principles of art, it will also exploit the creativity of all students.
4) Digital marketing course: this course will last approximately 10 to 20 days, with
1.5 hours per day, and will be responsible for teaching the basic principles of digital marketing, how to create brands and much more, it will also make you an
expert in advertising in the main social networks
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4. Cryptocurrency SpecialCoin

As mentioned above, the MasterNodes will be the backbone of the project, since
the SPCC currency was made using the Quark protocol, this protocol is responsible for generating a block every 60 seconds, once a block is generated, it will
distribute 80% of the coins generated to the owners of MasterNodes.
In addition, the MarterNodes will keep the network in an optimal state, since it
literally means that they are essential nodes in the network, executing the same
software portfolio in the same block chain protocol, which provides additional services and functions for the network. network and the network. users The
purpose of masternodes in SpecialCoin is transaction processing and continuous assistance during the process of creating new blocks. In this way, owners of
masternodes receive rewards each time a
SpecialCoin allows you to own your own masternodes, which, consequently,
guarantees that you will be awarded not only 80% of the block’s rewards, but
you will also receive 12% of the profits generated by SpecialCoin.edu, later we will
show you An explanatory Table that indicates the rewards per block every certain time.
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5. Coin Specifications

Coin Name

Special Coin

Ticker

SPCC

Masternode
Collateral

Masternode
Reward

80% Masternode
20% Staking

Algorithm

Quark

1,000 SPCC

Block Time

60 Secs

RPC Port

21005

Total Supply

30 Millions

P2P Port

21013

Premine

200,000
Special Coin
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6. Coin Reward

Month

Reward

MN

POS

0 - 21,600

2

1.6

0.4

2

21,601 - 43,200

2.5

2

0.5

3

43,201 - 64,800

3

2.4

0.6

4

64,801 - 100,800

5

4

1

12

100,801 - 262,800

3

2.4

0.6

24

262,801 - 525,600

2.5

2.25

0.25

36

525,601-788,400

2

1.8

0.2

48

788,400 - 1,051,200

1.5

1,35

0.15

60

1,051,200 - 1,314,000

1

0.9

0.1

60+

+1,314,001+

0.5

0.45

0.05

1

		

Block
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7. Presale Information

We started the SpecialCoin team autonomously with a limited own budget, in
principle we thought we would achieve it, but between the purchase of server equipment, the development of the currency and the web platform for
SpecialCoin.edu we have exhausted our principal capital, it is That’s why we
decided to advance the advance sale, since all investors request 51% of the
project’s shares to give us the remaining funds and we do not want that.
That is why we will sell a total of 70 MN divided into 3 phases, each SPCC will
have a value of approximately 0.0005 BTC, to configure a MasterNode 1,000
SPCC will be necessary.
But to reward the first people who invest in the project we will make small
discounts in the 1st and 2nd phase, if you want to get more information about
the presale go to our official Discord channel.

8. Use of Presale Money
The pre-sale money is used in the following way:
35% to finish developing the web platform SpecialCoin.edu, the beta version
will be approximately from 10 - 15/01/2019.
20% to list our currency in the exchanges Crypto Bridge and CoinExchange.io
15% for payment of developers and graphic designers and miscellaneous.
10% to carry out our advertising campaign through various social networks.
20% They will be left in fund to safeguard the prices of the exchanges or
leave them as insurance in case something is complicated.
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9. Conclusions

I am more than convinced that SpecialCoin together with the owners of
MasterNodes will revolutionize the online education industry, and we will establish a strong and prosperous currency.
As all of us involved in this project, we firmly believe in the power of the Blockchain technology and all the transparency and discretion that characterizes
it. Besides that it has been historically proven that betting on the future is the
best investment of all, I am firmly convinced that in a couple of years online
education will grow, due to the constant and rapid evolution of technology.
Invest and be part of the future with us, we firmly believe in our team of experts that include (developers, graphic designers, marketing graduate) we
can make this project go to the top, we just need your support, join us and we
promised you that you will multiply your investment in a few months.

